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Abstract
Whispers are an important secondary vocal communications
mechanism, that can be necessary for communicating private
information and which are an integral aspect of natural human-
to-human dialogue. Furthermore, they may be the primary com-
munications method of those suffering from certain forms of
aphonia, such as laryngectomees. This paper considers the con-
version of continuous whispers to natural-sounding speech, and
proposes a new reconstruction method based upon the synthesis
of individual formants as excitation source, followed by artifi-
cial glottal modulation. Early results show that the proposed
method can improve quality and intelligibility over the original
whispers when evaluated using continuous speech. It requires
neither a priori nor speaker-dependent information, is of rela-
tively low-complexity and suitable for real-time processing.
Index Terms: whispers, speech reconstruction, whisper-to-
speech conversion

1. Introduction
In general, two approaches exist when handling whispered
speech with computational speech systems such as ASR or
speech communications devices such as mobile phones. The
first is to modify the recognition engine or codec so that it op-
erates directly with whispers. The second is to pre-process the
whisper input to convert it into a speech-like signal first. The
second approach is naturally the preferred option for speech
communications systems such as mobile phones, where the as-
sumption is made that if a user is whispering, it is due specifi-
cally to conditions that pertain to the location of that user (i.e.
in a quiet place, or to prevent eavesdropping of private infor-
mation). In these cases, no benefit is obtained if the other party
in the conversation hears whispers – in fact it is preferable for
them to hear normal-sounding speech. The second approach is
also more widely applicable in that once whispers can be recon-
structed into speech, existing speech applications can be utilized
with little or no modification. This paper is specifically con-
cerned with the second approach mentioned: the reconstruction
of normal-sounding speech from whispers.

Probably the most cited approach to whisper-to-speech con-
version is the mixed excitation linear prediction (MELP) based
approach pioneered by Morris et. al. [1], and still popular today
[2]. This method uses a comparison of normal and whispered
speech samples from the same speaker to train a jump Markov
linear system (JMLS) which estimates pitch and voicing param-
eters. Although the technique works reasonably well, the main
weaknesses are firstly that it is inapplicable to situations where
the users original voice has already been lost or is not available,
and secondly that the technique is unsuited to real-time opera-
tion. A code-excited linear predictor (CELP) based alternative
was subsequently developed [3] to address the first weakness by

deriving pitch excitation from a predefined pitch model. Both
methods have been shown to work well for phonemes, diphones
and single-words, but results are significantly poorer for contin-
uous speech. Neither is low in computational complexity.

Specifically for layrngectomees, significant research has
been undertaken on speech reconstruction. There are several
research approaches aiming to return the ability to speak to
this population apart from whisper-to-speech conversion [4][5].
Two primary methods are the CELP-based reconstruction en-
gine mentioned [3] and statistical approaches such as those
of Toda et. al, specifically use of Gaussian-mixture models
[6]. In fact, although his work generally involves using body-
conducted speech (such as non-audible murmur microphone in-
put), Toda has demonstrated that high levels of quality are pos-
sible when reconstructing speech fromwhispers. The major dis-
advantage is that the methods either involve some quite signif-
icant computational processing, or require a priori information
regarding the speaker. This usually takes the form of specific
clean speech utterances from the person whispering, collected
during a training session. Obviously, this can be problematic
for those who can not speak due to aphonia, or when multiple
individuals whisper within a telephone conversation.

This paper introduces a new method sharing a similar ratio-
nale to the MELP and CELP-based source-filter approaches, but
discarding much of their computational processing overhead. It
does not require a priori or speaker-dependent information, is
of relatively low computational complexity and is well suited to
real-time operation. Performance, evaluated for whispered and
whisperised TIMIT sentences (i.e. whispers artificially gener-
ated from speech) yields reasonable performance, and subjec-
tive quality is improved over electrolarynx (EL) speech. The
structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 will investigate
the relevant attributes of whispered speech before Section 3 in-
troduces the processing framework and methodology of the new
approach. Section 4 will evaluate performance before Section 5
concludes the paper.

Figure 1: Block diagram of reconstruction mechanism.
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2. Whispered speech
2.1. Whisper Characteristics

Speech phonation normally involves air expelled from the
lungs, passing a taut glottis which resonates to create a vary-
ing pitch signal. Fundamental frequency and timbre are related
to the geometry and tautness of the glottis, which is naturally
controlled as part of the speech generation mechanism. The au-
dible pitch excitation then fills the vocal tract (VT) and nasal
cavity to emerge, primarily through the mouth, modulated into
phonetic components of speech [7]. Harmonics of the pitch
fundamental result from the action of vocal tract modulators
(including velum, tongue, and lips) which modify VT reso-
nances to form the formants of phonated speech. By contrast,
unphonated speech lacks a well-defined glottal source of pitch:
instead, there is a broadband excitation caused by turbulent air-
flow exhaled from the lungs [8].

No phonation takes place during whispering, even dur-
ing production of phonemes that would normally be strongly
phonated: whispers require no significant vocal cord vibration,
with the vocal cords remaining open. Similarly, vocal cords
that are damaged by disease, or which have been surgically
removed, present little obstacle to lung exhalation. A conse-
quence of the open vocal cords in whispers is that their spectral
peaks1 have lower energy and are frequency-shifted in relatively
predictable ways with respect to their phonated counterparts

2.2. Processing of Whispers

One disadvantage shared by all whisper-input systems is that
whispers have much lower acoustic power than speech [7], and
a relatively flat noise-like spectrum. They are thus highly sus-
ceptible to acoustic interference, and any systemwhich analyses
whispers to detemine both time-domain and frequency-domain
information needs to be robust to error.

In the MELP/CELP based systems mentioned, robustness
is typically required for voice onset detection (including voice
activity detection and voiced/unvoiced switching) and formant
frequency determination. This has been well studied, and in
particular, the probability mass function (PMF) has been shown
to perform well [9] for formant detection.

2.3. Linearity and time invariance

Many of the common speech representation models, including
CELP and MELP, assume that both the pitch glottal compo-
nent, and the vocal tract component of the final speech can be
represented as linear time invariant (LTI) systems [7] and are
assumed to be mututally independent. In fact, the assumption
is untrue [10] but is considered a reasonable approximation for
phonated speech. For whispers, where the VT excitation tends
to consist of turbulent aperiodic airflow from lung exhalation
through the open glottis, the ‘pitch’ filter is not longer indepen-
dent of the excitation source [11]. However it is still viable to
model the VT shape as an LTI system, with the nonlinearity is
subsumed by the excitation source. In fact, VT linearity is ex-
ploited by the proposed system. As will be discussed below,
whispers are modelled as a linear combination of excitation and
VT response. They are analysed to determine spectral VT res-
onances: these are then used to re-synthesise voiced formants
which are modulated by an artificial glottal signal.

1We refer to the spectral peaks in whispers as ‘formants’, although
they differ in several respects from their voiced counterparts.

3. Proposed system
3.1. Formant extraction

Given a vocal tract represented by order L LPC, then the in-
stantaneous VT prediction filter is represented by the current
parameter set aL, as is well known:

F (z) =
L∑

k=1

akz
−k (1)

It is trivial to numerically evaluate roots from aL, and in
strongly voiced frames, these would tend to correspond to for-
mant frequencies. However in whispered speech, roots corre-
spond to regions with a much greater positional uncertainty (and
lower energy): estimates of whisper formant positions derived
from LPC roots are known to be inaccurate [9]. Thus, either av-
eraging or a more advanced technique such as PMF needs to be
employed. In the system proposed here, candidates formants are
found for highly overlapped analysis frames with time-domain
Blackman filtering ‘smoothing’ frame-to-frame transitions.

3.2. Refinement mechanism

Smoothed pole frequencies F and magnitudes M are as-
signed to formants confined to relatively wide predefined
ranges defined by λFXlow to λFXhigh such that FX ∈
[λFXlow, λFXhigh] (for formantsX = 1, 2 . . . Ns).

The outcome of the formant assignment process is typically
Ns formant positions and magnitudes. Evidently, not every
analysis frame of recorded speech contains meaningful formant
information – for example gaps between words – and thus a
judgement is made as to whether a formant candidate is gen-
uine. A robust judgement can be made based upon a compari-
son of the instantaneous average to the long-term average mag-
nitude M̄X for each formant candidateX = 1, 2..Ns;

F ′X(n) =

{
FX(n) if MX(n) ≥ ηXM̄X

0 if MX(n) < ηXM̄X
(2)

Thus, weak formants are culled. In practice, setting ηX =
2(X−5) works reasonably well to quadratically increase the
culling for higher formants, to account for the much reduced
energy of those higher formants (and hence lower SNR in
AWGN). A more intelligent criteria may be preferable but is
not the focus of this paper. The second refinement is to ap-
ply a frequency translation to the extracted formant arrays to
counter the well-known frequency shift between whisper res-
onances and speech resonances for equivalent phonemes[12].
This shift is primarily due to the fact that LPC analysis measures
the average resonance position between open and closed glottis
situations (i.e. in normal LPC analysis when the glottis opens
and closes rapidly during voiced speech [7]). For whispered
analysis, the glottis is always open, and thus the influence of
the closed-glottis resonances (a shorter VT) are removed. This
phenomena has been discussed in [3], and the average degree of
shift has been determined in [12] and elsewhere.

3.3. Reconstruction mechanism

The reconstruction mechanism, shown in Fig. 1 (for three
formants), contains two elements. As mentioned in Section
2.3, the technique exploits the LTI nature of the VT response
by first synthesising standalone formants before modulating
them with an artificial glottal signal. This approach is un-
usual, since the human speech production mechanism operates
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Figure 2: Double and single ended evaluation.

in the reverse sequence, as do prostheses such as electrolarynx
and tracheosophageal puncture (TEP), and previously published
MELP/CELP reconstruction methods. Reconstruction takes the
following form, using the previously refined formants F ′X :

S′ =

{
Ns∑

X=1

MXcos(F ′X) + γUW

}
.P (3)

given scalar gain γU which allows the inclusion of wide-
band high-frequency excitation from the original whisper to be
maintained in the reconstructed speech – especially important
for sibilants. The glottal modulation, P is then defined as:

P = max {M1β, 1} .max {ζ− | cos(F1/α) |, 0 }2 (4)

where β is a gain setting that relates the depth of glottal
modulation to F1 energy, so that less voicing results in reduced
modulation depth. Scalar α defines a relationship between F1

and f0/2 (usually in the range 8 to 12). During the recon-
struction mechanism, formants begin as pure cosines at the ex-
tracted formant frequencies (up to Ns per frame), and of the
detected energy levels. These are augmented by the addition
of the scaled whisper signal to impart high frequency wideband
resonances that are difficult to model with cosines. It is im-
portant to note that no decision process is made between V/UV
frames: γU does not vary because, hard decisions derived from
whispers do not work well in practice. The resultant combi-
nation is modulated by a clipped, raised cosine glottal signal
which is harmonically related to F1, and with depth of modula-
tion reduced during low energy frames. The degree of clipping
ζ affects overall pitch energy. This artificial glottal modulation
is shaped similarly to the excitation in legacy vocoders [13].

4. Evaluation
The reconstruction system is evaluated using well-known objec-
tive criteria as well as informal listening tests. The chosen ob-
jective criteria are firstly two spectrally-relevant distance mea-
sures: log-likelihood ratio (LLR) and Itakura-Saito (IS) [14],
plus segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SSNR). Apart from these,
the system is also evaluated using the most recent ITU-T per-
ceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) standard P.862.2
[15] for double-ended comparison, as well as the single-ended
ITU-T speech quality assessment standard P.563 [16]. Both are
designed to mimic human subjective responses.

Since the aim of the system is to reconstruct fully phonated
speech from whispers, a useful performance criteria would be
the quality of the reconstructed speech. However four of the five
evaluation measures are double-ended, meaning that a reference
signal is required with which to compare the reconstructed out-
put. Normally, the reference would be taken as the input signal.
But it makes no sense to compute a distance between whisper
input and reconstructed speech output – when the system is try-
ing to achieve a ‘large’ distance from the whisper input.

Therefore, for the double-ended measures, we begin with
clean speech S which is then ‘whisperised’ to generate an arti-
ficial whisper signalW . The precise method of whisperisation
is not described here for space reasons, but it closely follows the
method of STRAIGHT [17] by removing long-term pitch pre-
diction and re-synthesising with equivalent energy but pseudo-
random pitch excitation. Double-ended measures compare ar-
tificial speech (S′) reconstructed from artificial whispers (W )
against original speech (S). For reference, W and S are also
compared. Single ended measures directly evaluate scores for
real whispers and reconstructed speech. Evaluations, shown in
Fig. 2, will be reported in Section 4.2.

4.1. Methodology

Given original speech S, artificial whisperW and reconstructed
speech S′, we first use autoregressive modelling to determine
corresponding LPCs for time-aligned segments of each signal,
aS , aW and aS′ respectively, then compute the LLR [14]:

dLLR = log

{
aS′RSa

T
S′

aSRSaT
S

}
(5)

where RS is the speech autocorrelation matrix. Similarly,
the well-known IS distance measure is computed from the same
raw input data as follows:

dIS =
σ2
S

σ2
S′

{
aS′RSa

T
S′

aSRSaT
S

}
+ log

{
σ2
S

σ2
S′

}
− 1 (6)

where σ2
S and σ2

S′ denote LPC gains of the original and
reconstructed speech, respectively, obtained from 1/F (ejωT )
where ωT = 2πk/Nr for k = 0, 1, . . . Nr − 1, for a frequency
resolution of {Fs/2Nr}Hz at sample frequency Fs. Since it
is unclear which signal should be considered the reference and
which is considered degraded, and the IS measure is not sym-
metrical, we report average scores found from both directions.

4.2. Scores

The system is operated to reconstruct up to four formantsNs =
4, with a constant harmonic relationship between pitch funda-
mental and F1 set by αX = 10. Highly overlapped 128 sample
analysis windows shift 16 samples between analysis iterations.
β = 1/8, γU = 0.8, ζ = 0.5. The analysis order, L = 8 and
a sample rate of 8 kHz is used throughout. Values were cho-
sen based on tests with the voices of the authors and were not
optimised for the experimental test material.

A randomly selected set of 16 balanced male and female
TIMIT sentences from DR1 to DR8 were used for double-ended
evaluation. For single-ended evaluation (i.e. P.563), whis-
pered/spoken TIMIT sentences were recorded in an anechoic
chamber and reconstruction is from the whispers alone. As dis-
cussed above, double-ended scores are between the TIMIT in-
put and speech reconstructed from whisperised versions of the
input speech. Results are shown in table 1.
Table 1: Mean objective evaluation scores for original speech
S, whispersW and reconstructed speech S′. P.862 scores are
reported as RawMOS/LQO

Double ended measures Single end
Test LLR SSNR IS P.862 P.563

S →W 0.827 26.92 12.70 1.234
0.559

S = 3.620

W → S′ 0.696 22.74 3.09 0.958
0.589

W = 2.864

S → S′ 0.789 25.55 10.44 0.680
0.648

S′ = 3.394
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Figure 3: Combined spectrogram/waveform plot for TIMIT utterance si1154 showing original speech S, artificial whisper W and
reconstructed speech S′ from top to bottom respectively. Manually tracked formants have been overlaid for three phonemes.

The results for SSNR, LLR, IS and P.563 indicate that
the reconstructed speech S′ is either more ‘speech-like’ or has
higher estimated MOS than W . This shows that the recon-
structed speech, while far from perfect, is better than the whis-
pers. The P.862.2 results are mixed: on an absolute scale, none
of the scores are good. Furthermore, raw MOS for S → W
is better than that for S → S′. However the S → S′ listener
quality objective (LQO) score does outperform that of S →W .
For comparison, note that the scores for EL speech tend to be
worse, with the meanW → EL being 0.178

1.048
. Despite this, it is

interesting to note that P.563 scores for EL speech are, in gen-
eral, extremely high (often exceeding 4.0 and can be better than
the clean speech at times). Analysis of scores from 16 differ-
ent speakers indicates no significant correlated per-speaker or
per-gender bias to the results.

Spectrograms are plotted for S, W and S′ in Fig. 3 for
TIMIT utterance si1154, with the final 1.3s of the signals rep-
resented as normalised waveforms to provide a time-domain
view. To aid comparison, formant tracks have been manually
extracted from the original speech and overlaid as dotted lines
for three phonemes on all waveforms, making the formant shift
in the whispers more evident. From the figure, we can see that
the original speech contains a large amount of low-frequency
energy for voiced phonemes. By contest, W is mainly diffuse
high-frequency energy. Several formants are still visible, but f0
is virtually absent. S′ obviously concentrates energy around all
formants, and has increased f0 energy over the whispers through
artificial glottal modulation. Since the modulation relates to F1

both harmonically and in terms of energy, it tends to match the
low frequency energy concentrations seen in S. From these
spectrograms, it could be argued that the relative contribution
of f0 and {F1 . . . F4} should be better balanced by decreasing
γU and increasing ζ. In fact, there are many tuneable parame-
ters within this reconstruction model; the results space is mostly

unexplored at the present time2.

5. Conclusion
This paper has presented a new method of recreating speech
from whispers by reversing the LTI source-filter speech produc-
tion model: artificially generated cosine formants are an excita-
tion source for an artificially generated glottal modulation. Fre-
quencies and amplitudes for the artificial formants are derived
from translated versions of highly oversampled, time-domain
smoothed and culled LPC root tracks. The artificial glottal mod-
ulation is a harmonic derivative of F1, with depth of modula-
tion adapted based on F1 LPC root energy. The high frequency
wideband distribution particularly found in sibilant fricatives is
contributed through the constant addition of the original whis-
per – no frame-by-frame decision process is taking place within
this system. It does not depend upon a priori speaker-dependent
information and is a low-complexity frame-by-frame process-
ing approach. Results show that in most cases, the reconstructed
speech exhibits improved quality over the equivalent whispered
or artificially whisperised speech.
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2Samples of S, W , S′ and related MATLAB/Octave source code
can be found at http://www.lintech.org/Reconstruction
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